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AIR-CONDITION
Manifolds
Hydraulic crimper
Heating torch&Fuel cylinders

NINGBO REFRIGERATION TOOL
MANUFACTURING Co.,LTD
TEL :0086-574-27866850
27866853 83869326
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POST CODE: 315731

FAX:0086-574-27866851

Email: info@retoent.com
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FACTORY
Aerial view of the factory--one manufacturer producing the HVAC tools
located in Ningbo,9000sqm land area.The other factory, producing the fuel
cylinders,located in Quzhou city,55,000sqm land area

ADD: WAN TAI INDUSTRIAL ZONE
SHI PU,NINGBO, CHINA
POST CODE: 315731

AUTOMATIC PRODUCTION LINE
Automatic production line to ensure the
whole procedure quality control.Multiple
in-process testing for each product, and
using tracing system to monitor product
quality .
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RTM Automotive Manifolds is upgrade designed by needle valve
switch that is a kind of surface with surface hard-sealing structure
between metals, the advantage of which is durable and never leakage,additionally,all the manifolds is under
when you received the cargo.

pressure maintaining

MANIFOLDS

RTM21N

Model

SERIES NEEDLE VALVE MANIFOLD

Refrigerants
Pressure scale

RTM21N series manifolds and accessories are portable tools developed
by RTM company to adapt to the ﬁlling of refrigerants in air conditioning
and refrigeration industry. The tools are compact in structure, zero leakage in normal use, and do not need special maintenance.

Connetion thread

ALL
Low -30~550psi / High -30~800psi
1 / 4 "SAE standard thread

Blind hole steps

Hanging the ordinary quick coupler
and R1234yf special quick coupler

Tee branch pipe

The tee branch pipe is equipped with a valve core and a sealing
cap. Pressing the sealing cap to open the valve to release the gas

Model
Refrigerants
Pressure scale

CHARACTERISTICS

RTM21NH·AUTO

Connetion thread

RTM21NH·AC
ALL
Low -30~550psi / High -30~800psi
1 / 4 "SAE standard thread

Upgrade design needle valve switch is a surface with surface hard
seal structure between metals, the advantage of which is durable and
does not leak. While the piston and ball valve switch is a soft seal
between metal and non-metal, non-metal parts are easy to be perished, wear&tear, deformation defects, short service life and easy to
leak.

Blind hole steps

5/16" SAE standard blind hole thread
（The right end of valve body）

Tee branch pipe

The tee branch pipe is equipped with a valve core and a sealing
cap. Pressing the sealing cap to open the valve to release the gas

Needle valve switch is stronger than piston and ball valve switch in
terms of control, wide adjustment range and accurate flow adjustment. Needle valve switch has higher sealing, and the high-quality aluminum alloy valve body is pressurized up to 12MPa without leakage.

Refrigerants

Model

Pressure scale
Connetion thread

All threads of RTM Manifold use surface with surface hard seal
between the metals. The thread sealing surface will not to be perished,
wear&tear and deformation, the sealing performance is higher and the
thread sealing life is much longer.

RTM21NH·AUTO

RTM21NH·AC

RTM21NL·AUTO
ALL
Low -0.1~1.5MPa / High -0.1~3.5MPa
1 / 4 "SAE standard thread

Blind hole steps

Hanging the ordinary quick coupler
and R1234yf special quick coupler

Tee branch pipe

The tee branch pipe is equipped with a valve core and a sealing
cap. Pressing the sealing cap to open the valve to release the gas

RTM21NL·AUTO

The manifold has a permanent self-inspection function of the leakage.
Model

Each manifold passed 12 hours of high pressure-maintaining testing
before delivery.
The gauge is made of high precision Y-80 double core refrigerant
gauge with the impact-resistant and fatigue-resistant , service life
more than 30,000 times in correct use.
The view window can easily check the refrigerant movement during
charging and recovery.
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Refrigerants
bar

Pressure scale
Connetion thread

RTM21NL·AC
ALL

Low -0.1~1.5MPa / High -0.1~3.5MPa
1 / 4 "SAE standard thread

Blind hole steps

5/16" SAE standard blind hole thread
（The right end of valve body）

Tee branch pipe

The tee branch pipe is equipped with a valve core and a sealingcap. Pressing the sealing cap to open the valve to release the gas

RTM21NL·AC
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MANIFOLDS

RTM21B

Model

SERIES 2-WAY MANIFOLDS

Refrigerants
Pressure scale

RTM21B series manifolds are portable tools developed by RTM company
for protecting low-pressure gauge when ﬁlling refrigerant in air conditioning and refrigeration industry.

Connetion thread

The tee branch pipe is equipped with a valve core and a sealing
cap. Pressing the sealing cap to open the valve to release the gas

Connetion thread

Low -30~550psi / High -30~800psi
1 / 4 "SAE standard thread

Tee branch pipe

The tee branch pipe is equipped with a valve core and a sealing
cap. Pressing the sealing cap to open the valve to release the gas

Pressure scale
Connetion thread

ALL
Low -0.1~1.5MPa / High -0.1~3.5MPa
1 / 4 "SAE standard thread
Hanging the ordinary quick coupler
and R1234yf special quick coupler

Each manifold passed 4 hours of high pressure-maintaining testing before
delivery.

Tee branch pipe

The tee branch pipe is equipped with a valve core and a sealing
cap. Pressing the sealing cap to open the valve to release the gas

The gauge is made of high precision Y-70 double core refrigerant gauge with
the impact-resistant and fatigue-resistant , service life more than 20,000
times in correct use.

Model

The view window can easily check the refrigerant movement during charging
and recovery.

Pressure scale

bar

Refrigerants

Connetion thread

RTM21BH·AC

RTM21BL·AUTO

Blind hole steps

The manifold has the function of self-testing leakage.
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ALL

5/16" SAE standard blind hole thread
（The right end of valve body）

Refrigerants

RTM21BH·AUTO

RTM21BH·AC

Blind hole steps

Model

All threads of RTM manifold use surface with surface hard seal between the
metals. The thread sealing surface will not to be perished, wear&tear and
deformation, the sealing performance is higher and the thread sealing life is
much longer.

1 / 4 "SAE standard thread

Tee branch pipe

Pressure scale

The valve body of RTM21B series Manifold is processed by high quality
aluminum alloy material, which can bear the pressure up to 8MPa without
leakage.

Low -30~550psi / High -30~800psi

Hanging the ordinary quick coupler
and R1234yf special quick coupler

Refrigerants

RTM21B series manifold has the features of compact structure, small size
and easy to carry.

ALL

Blind hole steps

Model

CHARACTERISTICS

RTM21BH·AUTO

RTM21BL·AUTO

RTM21BL·AC
ALL
Low -0.1~1.5MPa / High -0.1~3.5MPa
1 / 4 "SAE standard thread

Blind hole steps

5/16" SAE standard blind hole thread
（The right end of valve body）

Tee branch pipe

The tee branch pipe is equipped with a valve core and a sealing
cap. Pressing the sealing cap to open the valve to release the gas

RTM21BL·AC
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PRESSURE GAGUE

MANIFOLDS

DESIGNATION

Y70L-22
Y70H-22

Y70L-134
Y70H-134

Y80L-22
Y80H-22

Y80L-134
Y80H-134

PRESSURE SCALE
bar*

TEMPERATURE SCALE C CENTIGRAD
psi*

R22

R32

R134A

R410A

R1234

Y70L-22
Y70H-22
Y70L-134
Y70H-134

Y80L-22
Y80H-22

Y80L-134
Y80H-134
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QUICK COUPLER

CHARGING HOSES

CHARGING HOSES

RTM21CP

The three-layer anti leakage charging hose is suitable for all kinds of refrigerants. The connector is made of brass, the connector thread is under SAE
standard, and the device end connector is equipped with valve core thimble,
which is safe and reliable.

RTM21CP adjustable quick coupling is made of high-quality brass by forming and
CNC precision machining. Each set has two quick couplings. The red valve connects to
the high-pressure end and the blue valve connects to the low-pressure end. It is
suitable for R134a / R410A and other types of refrigerants. The connecting thread is 1
/ 4 "SAE standard thread. The way of connecting to the equipment is self-locking after
insertion. With RTM manifold, it can achieve fast connection when ﬁll the vehicle and
other refrigeration equipment with refrigerants.

RTM21YF

RTM-1
RTM-1B Blue hose thread 1 / 4 "- 1 / 4" SAE
Model

RTM-1B36

RTM-1B48

RTM-1B60

RTM-1B72

Length

90cm

120cm

150cm

180cm

RTM-1Y Yellow hose thread 1 / 4 "- 1 / 4" SAE
Model

RTM-1Y36

RTM-1Y48

RTM-1Y60

Length

90cm

120cm

150cm

RTM21YF adjustable quick coupling is made of high quality brass by forming and CNC
precision machining. It is suitable for R1234yf refrigerant system. The connecting
thread is 1 / 4 "SAE standard thread, two in each set, with external M12 × 1.5 + external
1 / 4 "SAE thread connector. The red valve connects to the high-pressure end, and the
blue valve connects to the low-pressure end. With RTM manifolds, It has the locking
function that the connector adjustable valve can be connected with the equipment end
only after it is closed, which can achieve quick connection and zero leakage when
charge the refrigerant for the automobile and other refrigeration equipment.

RTM-1Y72
180cm

RTM-1R Red hose thread 1 / 4 "- 1 / 4" SAE
Model

RTM-1R36

RTM-1R48

RTM-1R60

RTM-1R72

Length

90cm

120cm

150cm

180cm

RTM-2

Model

RTM21CP

RTM21YF

Refrigerants

R134a/R410A

R1234YF

Connetion thread

1 / 4 "SAE standard thread

1 / 4 "SAE standard thread ；
external M12 × 1.5 + external
1 / 4 "SAE thread connector

Applicable model

RTM Series 2-Way Manifolds

RTM Series 2-Way Manifolds

Connection mode

Self-locking after insertion；The red valve
connects to the high-pressure end, and the blue
valve connects to the low-pressure end.

The connector adjustable valve can be connected
with the equipment end only after it is closed；The
red valve connects to the high-pressure end, and the
blue valve connects to the low-pressure end.

RTM-2B Blue hose thread 1 / 4 "- 5 / 16"
Model

RTM-2B36

RTM-2B48

RTM-2B60

RTM-2B72

Length

90cm

120cm

150cm

180cm

RTM-1Y Yellow hose thread 1 / 4 "- 1 / 4" SAE
Model

RTM-1Y36

RTM-1Y48

RTM-1Y60

RTM-1Y72

Length

90cm

120cm

150cm

180cm

RTM-2R Red hose thread 1 / 4 "- 5 / 16" SAE
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Model

RTM-2R36

RTM-2R48

RTM-2R60

RTM-2R72

Length

90cm

120cm

150cm

180cm
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RTM Automotive Hydraulic Crimper not only can press the aluminium
ﬁttings but also the cemented carbide, Which can press 20,000pcs hose
joints at least,and the piston force is 80KN.Applicable to the maintenance of
automotive air conditioning pipes for construction machinery, agricultural
machinery, heavy trucks, light trucks, refrigerated trucks, excavators,
combine harvesters, etc.

HYDRAULIC CRIMPER

RTM-S0106

TABLE: MODULE GROUP, HOSE AND JOINT

HYDRAULIC CRIMPER
RTM hydraulic crimper which can crimp 20,000pcs hose joints, Applicable to the
maintenance of automotive air conditioning pipes for construction machinery,
agricultural machinery, heavy trucks, light trucks, refrigerated trucks, excavators,
combine harvesters, etc. According to the instruction manual, the hydraulic crimper ensures no oil-spilling and fully meet the design requirements."

NO.

Hose speciﬁcation
given conditions

6SRB

5/16”, Dn8

Φ8 ± 0.4

Φ14.5~16.5

5/16”, Dn8

Φ8 ± 0.4

Φ18.5~20.5

8SRB,6

Hose size
Hose size
Hose ﬁtting outer diameter
inner diameter inner diameter

Aluminium joint / Φ19.5
Steel joint /Φ17.5
Aluminium joint /Φ23.5
Steel joint /Φ21.5

13/32”, 3/8”, Dn10

Φ10 ~ 11.5 Φ16.5~20.5

Aluminium joint /Φ23.5
Steel joint /Φ21.5

8

13/32”, Dn10

Φ10 ~ 10.5 Φ22~23.5

Aluminium joint /Φ26.5
Steel joint /Φ24.6

10SRB

1/2”, Dn13

Φ12.4 ~ 13.5 Φ19.5~22

Aluminium joint /Φ25

10

1/2”, Dn13

Φ12.4 ~ 13.5 Φ23~25.5

Aluminium joint /Φ27.7
Steel joint /Φ25.5

12SRB

5/8”, Dn16

Φ14.8 ~ 16

Φ22.5~25

Aluminium joint /Φ27.8

12

5/8”, Dn16

Φ15 ~ 16.5

Φ28~29.5

Aluminium joint /Φ32.5

Remark

Dn8 Thin-wall hose
/ Dn8
Dn8 Thick-wall hose
/ Dn8
Dn10 Thin-wall hose
/ Dn10
Dn10 Thick-wall hose
/ Dn10
Dn13 Thin-wall hose
/ Dn13
Dn13 Thick-wall hose
/ Dn13
Dn16 Thin-wall hose
/ Dn16
Dn16 Thick-wall hose
/ Dn16

Note: Be sure to use correct size die set! Failure to do could cause leakage or failure of the crimp.

Technical Index of RTM-S0106
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Piston force

80 KN

Maximum travel of piston

14 mm

Hose dimension

Nominal diameter, Dn, 5/16”~5/8”/ Dn,
5/16”~5/8” (Reference outer diameter:
Ф17~Ф30 at 5MPa )

Standard module group

7

Operation mode

Manual

Ambient temperature

-10~ 60

Arm strength

≤ 75 Kg

Crimping time

about 10 s

Noise level

≤10 db (Not detected )

1.No oil-spilling with the
20000pcs joint crimping

2.Piston force 8 ton

3.Seamless and no leakage
under high pressure
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RTM Automotive
Heating Torch
RTM Automotive Heating Torch is ideal for welding and automotive
repair, including heating the rusted bolt into loose,heating some 2mm
steel plates into bent, removing the bearing shaft by heating and many
other more applications

FUEL CYLINDERS

IGNITION TORCH

PRO GAS
14.1 oz PRO GAS HAND TORCH CYLINDER
RTM 400g.PRO GAS cylinder provides maximum heat output for more efﬁcient
use and faster soldering times. Designed for heavy-duty applications including
soldering large copper pipes, brazing,automotive repaire and heat treating. The
slim,lightweight cylinder is easy to grip and maneuver.

RTM-030
MAX HEAT
TURBO TORCH

CGA600 Connection
Designed with PRO GAS Compatible torches
Flame temperature in air 2100℃.

Work faster and more efﬁciently with
the versatile Max Heat Torch, designed
for a wide range of jobs including
soldering&brazing&heat
-treating and automotive repair.
The optimized swirl flame
burns hot and efﬁciently for maximum heat output and fast soldering times.

Ideal for soldering&brazing&heating
Faster heat transfer and less fuel
Than 450g mixture gas and propane
Slim, Lightweight Cylinder
Easy to grip and maneuver

Auto start/stop ignition, instant cut off and
auto flame lock to keep torch lit for
ﬁnger-free use
Turbo&swirl flame provide more heat
distribution for soldering, brazing, heat
treating and Automotive repair.

PROPANE

For best performance,use with 400g
PRO GAS,but Propane is also suitable
with lower heat

14.1 oz PROPANE HAND
TORCH CYLINDER
The 400g propane cylinder designed to work with
standard propane torches, ideal for small heating and
soft soldering tasks. The slim, lightweight cylinder is
easy to grip and maneuver.
CGA600 Connection

100% rugged brass inter-structure to
avoid the gas-leakage,100% ﬁre tested
PRO GAS VS. PROPANE Work is
completed most efﬁciently with the
primary flame. PRO GAS fuel has
more heat transfer in the primary

Ideal for general soldering and heating
Slim, Lightweight Cylinder
Easy to grip and maneuver

Flame stable for consistent performance when
tilted or momentarily inverted

flame than Propane.

Designed with Propane-Compatible Torches
Flame Temperature in Air 1982℃

Advanced gas control system to easily adjust
the size flame for different applications

FUEL

PRO GAS PROPANE
FLAME
3,812
TEMPERATURE
IN AIR
2100

3,600

3 Years Warranty
AVAILABLE KITS
RTM-030TK01
RTM-030 Torch Plus 1pc 400g PRO GAS Cylinder
RTM-030TK02
RTM-030 Torch Plus 2pcs 400g PRO GAS Cylinder

1982

PRO GAS

RTM-039
HIGH HEAT
TURBO TORCH
Designed for heavy-duty use including
soldering&brazing&heat-treating
and
automotive repair. Features a swirl flame
that provides hot, efﬁcient heat and fast
soldering times.
Turbo&swirl flame provide more heat
distribution for soldering, brazing,
heat-treating and automotive repair.
For best performance,use with 400g PRO
GAS,but Propane is also suitable with
lower heat
100% rugged brass inter-structure to
avoid the gas-leakage,100% ﬁre tested
Advanced gas control system to easily
adjust the size flame for different
applications
Flame stable for consistent performance
when tilted or momentarily inverted
3 Years Warranty
AVAILABLE KITS
RTM-039TK01or inverted
RTM-039 Torch Plus 1pc 400g PRO GAS Cylinder
RTM-039TK02
RTM-039 Torch Plus 2pcs 400g PRO GAS Cylinder

PROPANE
PRO GAS
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PROPANE
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IGNITION TORCH

HT-1S

WT-9&Belt hook

WT-1

WT-1S

360° SWIVEL TORCH
TO ACCESS
TIGHT SPOTS

HOSE TORCH FOR
ACCESSIBILITY
AND MOBILITY

MANUAL TORCH
FOR GENERAL
APPLICATIONS

BASIC TORCH
WITH BUILT-IN
IGNITION

A 360° vertical swivel
torch head and
trigger-start igniter
provide easy, one-hand
accessibility to soldering&brazing&heating jobs in tight spaces
on automotive.

Easily access hard-to-reach
soldering and brazing jobs
on automotive with the
WT-9 Hose Torch. Features
a hose for maximum
accessibility,gas control valve
on handle makes it easy to
precision flame,ignite/extinguish
the flame.

A general purpose propane
torch designed for light
work and basic automotive
repair jobs. Features a wide
pencil flame, durable brass
construction and an adjustable
flame control knob,torch lights
manually with a sparker.

Turbo&swirl flame provide more heat distribution for soldering, brazing, heat-treating and
automotive repair.
For best performance,use with 400g PRO
GAS,but Propane is also suitable with lower heat
100% rugged brass inter-structure to avoid
the gas-leakage,100% ﬁre tested
Advanced gas control system to easily adjust
the size flame for different applications
Flame stable for consistent performance
when tilted or momentarily inverted
3 Years Warranty
AVAILABLE KITS
HT-1STK

1.5M hose plus the belt hook for maximum
accessibility and mobility
Turbo&swirl flame provide more heat distribution for soldering, brazing, heat treating and
light welding
For best performance,use with 400g PRO
GAS,but Propane is also suitable with lower heat

Basic pencil flame for simple soldering and
heating small surface areas on automotive
For best performance,use with 400g Propane
Flame control valve makes it easily sizes
flame and extinguishes when ﬁnished
100% rugged brass inter-structure to avoid
the gas-leakage,100% ﬁre tested

Multi-purpose propane torch
designed for household projects
including light soldering jobs.Automotive repair ,thawing, melting,
heating and lighting ﬁres,. Features a
trigger-starter for easy ignition and an adjustable flame control knob.
Flame control valve help you adjustment flame
when you work, easily ignite/extinguish the
flame.
Webbed flame completes a variety of household and automotive repair projects, including
soldering, loosening rusted nuts/bolts/screws,
thawing frozen pipes/locks.
Durable Stainless Steel Burn Tube can do the
job efﬁciently.
Suited for 14.1 Propane&Mapp
connection of CGA600

cylinder,

100% rugged brass inter-structure to avoid the
gas-leakage,100% ﬁre testedLimited
PROPANE

PRO GAS

PROPANE

3 Years Warranty

HT-1S Torch Plus 1pc 400g PRO GAS Cylinder

PRO GAS
PRO GAS
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PROPANE

PROPANE
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TORCH EXTENSION HOSE

T-38
TUBE
Alternative tip for RTM-030&RTM-039
Hand Torch

To exchange
burner tubes:

Applied to big spots heating-treatment jobs
Larger flame with nozzle Φ19mm
Tip swivels 360°

T-36

1.Twist the plastic lock nut counter clock wise and pull up the tube
easily

TUBE
Alternative tip for RTM-030&RTM-039
Applied to soldering jobs with solder wire
Pin point flame nozzle Φ10mm
Tip swivels 360°

2.Insert the burner tube down into
the body and then twist the plastic
nut lock clockwise tightly

W-1200

WELDING MAT
Prevent burn damage when soldring or brazing.
The cut out shape enables the mat to be wrapped around pipe，
reducing the risk of damage to surrounding area.
Fibreglass material
Size: 25cm*25cm
Resist Up to 1200
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